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The Single Shot Military Rifle Handbook ............. #Book-SSMRH
by Croft Barker

Includes over 40 pictures of vintage rifles, cartridges & related gear. 
Covers rifle cleaning, refurbishing, preservation, the preparation of au-
thentic economical ammunition, bullet selection, using antique military 
sights, precision shooting, etc. The last chapter details transforming a 
139 year old “wall hanger” into an accurate “shooter.” Soft cover volume 
of 130 pages, illustrated with many black & white photos.
#Book-SSMRH Single Shot Military Rifle Handbook only $24.50

Cast Bullets for the Black Powder Cartridge Rifle #Book-CBBPCR
by Paul Matthews

Finding the right cast bullet to perform in your black powder cartridge 
rifle can be a pursuit of disappointment or reward. Matthews puts into 
perspective the tools and techniques used to make your cast bullet 
shooting a success. Soft bound volume of 133 pages.
#Book-CBBPCR Cast Bullets only $22.50

Major Ned H. Roberts and the Schuetzen Rifle ...#Book-MNRSR
by Gerald O. Kelver

A compilation of writing on the Schuetzen and other single-shot rifles 
from the writings of Major Ned Roberts published in 1951. Includes 
 information on  loading and firing the Schuetzen rifle, and the many 
accessories developed for it. Soft bound, 122 pages, 5-1/2 x 8-1/2”.
#Book-MNRSR Schuetzen Rifle only $13.99

Schuetzen Rifle - History and Loadings .................. #Book-SRHL
by Gerald O. Kelver

An interesting account of how and why the NRA was formed, its 
participation in international matches, bringing the Schuetzen Rifle to 
America. Included are short histories of the rifles of that time such as 
Ballard, Stevens, Winchester, Sharps, and Maynard, plus special sec-
tions on sights,  loading, bullets and  lubricants. Soft bound, 121 pages. 
#Book-SRHL Schuetzen Rifle, History and Loadings only $13.99

Sharps Rifle - Gun that Shaped American Destiny ..... #Book-SR
by Martin Rywell

The story of Sharps firearms from the beginning. Not only are the 
priceless old illustrated Sharps catalogs reproduced, but also a wealth 
of reliable material about Sharps cartridges and Sharps patents.

As you enjoy little known American history, you will better understand 
the role of the Sharps rifle. Soft bound with 121 pages. 
#Book-SR Sharps Rifle, American Destiny only $ 7.50

Shooting Sixguns of the Old West ....................... #Book-SSGOW
by Mike Venturino

This book has information on Colt, Smith & Wesson, Remington, 
and Merwin & Hulbert revolvers, including Colt cartridge conversions.

 Also covered is a large section on black powder reloading for various 
popular cartridges, as well as cleaning and care of these revolvers. 
Information on holsters, belts, grips, and sources for leather  makers, 
gunsmithing services, spare parts, and reloading equipment. Soft 
bound, 8-1/2 x 11”, with 200 black and white photos.  
#Book-SSGOW Shooting Sixguns only $26.50

Shooting Colt Single Actions ................................... #Book-SCSA
in All Styles, Calibers, & Generations

by Mike Venturino
Mike has put his experience in shooting all types of Colt Single 

Action revolvers into one volume, with  chapters on sighting in, ac-
curacy, converting from one caliber to another, and recognizing all 
major variations and  generations, from the viewpoint of the practical 
shooter. Comprehensive data  sections for reloading most Peacemaker 
 calibers with black & smokeless powders. Also included is a  separate 
section devoted to Colt cap & ball percussion revolvers, including the 
behemoth Colt Walker .44 caliber. Soft bound, with 200 photos.  
#Book-SCSA Shooting Colt Single Actions only $26.50

Shooting Lever Guns of the Old West ..................#Book-SLGOW
by Mike Venturino

Mike shares his vast knowledge of shooting lever  action rifles from 
the Old West.  From shooting the originals by  Winchester and Marlin 
to the many replicas made today. Also  discusses reloading cartridges 
for many popular calibers. Soft cover. 
#Book-SLGOW Shooting Lever Guns only $27.99

Shooting Buffalo Rifles of the Old West ...............#Book-SBROW
by Mike Venturino

Mike shoots the original rifles by Sharps, Remington, and Trap-
door Springfield, as well as the many replicas made today. He also 
discusses reloading cartridges for many calibers that were popular in 
these rifles. Sights for these guns are also covered. There is a  section 
on hunting with the Single Shot Rifle.  An important  reference book 
for the single shot rifle fan. Soft bound, 8-1/2 x 11” format, 160 black 
& white photographs. 
#Book-SBROW Shooting Buffalo Rifles only $27.50

Hatcher’s Notebook ........................................................#Book-HN
Standard Reference for Shooters, Gunsmiths, Ballisticians, 

Historians, Hunters, & Collectors
by Julien S Hatcher

An invaluable resource for military personnel, gunsmiths, and fire-
arms enthusiasts of all backgrounds. With its expertly written histories 
of early twentieth century firearms and in-depth evaluation of gun 
barrels, receivers, triggers, gunpowder and more. Hatcher’s Notebook 
is sure to remain a useful firearms reference for decades to come. 
Hardcover 6-1/2 x9-1/2” format of 640 pages.
#Book-HN Hatcher’s notebook only $35.99

Cowboy Action Shooting

Prices subject to change without notice.
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